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Abstract: With the development of "Internet +" mode of economic restructuring, software engineering professionals face many opportunities and challenges. The paper expounds the supportive role of professional curriculum system in personnel training, analyzes the relationship between post requirements of software talents and software engineering professional knowledge system, explores the education mode that the school-enterprise cooperates to develop the software engineering training program, and software engineering course structure.

1. Introduction

Talents cultivation is a basic task of Colleges. Teaching is the main channel for cultivating talents in teaching Colleges. The establishment of curriculum system is the key link in the teaching of Colleges. Developing a perfect professional curriculum system is to improve the quality of professional teaching at the core is to enhance the competitiveness of university students employment key. Software engineering is a discipline that studies how to construct and maintain effective, practical and high-quality software by using engineering methods. It is one of the fastest growing disciplines in the field of information. There are over 400 software engineering specialties in the country. Due to the difference of school orientation and professional characteristics, the revised program of software engineering professionals and curriculums varies from university to university. In order to adapt talents training program to social development and teaching reform, it is necessary to revise the talent training program continuously, Therefore, the professional curriculum system has changed accordingly. Whether the changed professional curriculum system meets the requirements of teaching and personnel training is a difficult problem for planners. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the professional curriculum system. Based on the explanation of the basic principles of the index construction, this study focuses on the construction of the evaluation index system, and determines the primary and secondary index system of curriculum system evaluation through literature analysis method and Delphi method. By using Analytic Hierarchy Process to determine the weight of the evaluation index system of the course system, the evaluation system of graduates is adopted to evaluate the curriculum system of the 2010 version of software engineering professionals in our school. The evaluation results meet the requirements. This research has certain reference value for the formulation and evaluation of curriculum system in software engineering professionals training program in Colleges [1].

2. School software engineering talent training objectives

The goal of personnel training is to describe the specifications, methods and employment of personnel training. It is necessary to take into account the characteristics of specialties, cultivate the environment, the orientation of graduation, and other factors, highlight the characteristics of training, and reflect the pertinence. The fundamental task of applied higher education is to cultivate high-quality talents who adapt to the society, serve the society and promote the advance of the times [2]. Suzhou Institute of software engineering to market demand-oriented, emphasis on practice, skills and ability to apply training and outsourcing companies Education Group jointly run the school to take 3 + 1 embedded school-enterprise education and training mode, the curriculum teaching, engineering practice, The industry concept of seamless integration. Both schools and enterprises jointly set up teaching syllabus, integrate teaching resources, and jointly participate in
the implementation of personnel training programs. The school professional teachers in accordance with the syllabus in charge of professional foundation and part of the professional teaching work, business project manager responsible for curriculum training, professional internships and graduation internships and other practical teaching links, both inside and outside schools, closely
circle the enterprise software talent Job requirements, the basic theory and engineering practice of organic integration, project-driven, to stimulate student interest in learning and develop students' comprehensive ability to apply. In accordance with the goal of personnel training, Suzhou Institute of Software Engineering established software development and software testing two professional directions. Students in software development require basic knowledge and skills of software development, ability of thinking in engineering, master of software engineering norms, good professional ethics, teamwork ability and innovation ability. Students in software testing direction need to master the basic ideas and scientific system of software product quality assurance, master the basic content of software testing, test methods, techniques and tools, and track new theories, new knowledge and new technologies in software testing field. Strong logical thinking ability and good teamwork skills.

3. Thoughts on the Construction of Software Engineering Course System in Colleges

Curriculum system is to achieve the goal of professional training, is the main content of professional training programs, professionals should have the basic knowledge and ability to reflect the specific [3]. Curriculum system is directly related to the quality of personnel training. Therefore, we focus on the positioning of professional personnel training objectives, research professional and professional qualities constitute the elements, highlighting the practical ability and quality of engineering training, and gradually clear the ideas for the construction of specialized courses.

The construction of the core curriculum system is not a simple pile of difficult courses, but based on personnel training objectives, effective tailoring and adjustment of professional courses. Each core course should be able to undertake the task of training students' specialized knowledge and skills in one aspect, and the professional core courses should be able to be connected in a coherent manner. The core curriculum system should not only reflect the analysis of computer science problems, logical thinking to solve the problem, but also to reflect the specific methods and techniques of software engineering disciplines. The system of software engineering course in local applied colleges should not only be distinguished from the big system and big platform of "famous university", but also be distinguished from the system of skill-only teaching in vocational colleges. It should be based on "professional theoretical knowledge, focusing on the ability to train and quality training, "the goal of finding a balance between undergraduate education and vocational education to industry, business knowledge of job-specific personnel ability to build the curriculum specific requirements.

The students' ability of sustainable development is reflected in the ability to find and solve problems, job adaptability and so on. Develop good self-learning habits of students, arrange training courses of the project that can reflect the professional characteristics in the curriculum system, and cultivate students' abilities of finding problems, analyzing problems and solving problems. Prominent students to adapt to the position of training in the curriculum system can be arranged to reflect the industry, corporate management, post qualifications and elective courses so that students have early exposure to business, training and professional awareness of career thinking for students after graduation to be able to adapt well to lay a solid foundation for job needs.

4. Curriculum system

(1) To cultivate students' ideological, political, cultural and physical and mental qualities through public basic courses in general courses; and to train students in basic and simple courses to carry out preliminary software application and development capabilities in a simple and universal environment. (2) To cultivate the ability of students to use software engineering methods to carry out specific software design through the basic course of computer system in professional core
courses; to train students' ability and practical ability to solve complex software design in the field of software engineering through the course of software engineering methodology. (3) In the course of professional development, through the database system design, Java application technology, B/S system software design, middleware technology and other courses to train students in the software development technology direction; through the introduction of service science, e-commerce system structure, service Trust and credibility, IT service management courses to develop students in software services engineering capabilities. (4) Expand students' horizons through career development planning, team motivation and communication, cross-cultural management and entrepreneurship lectures in the quality development course to cultivate students' team spirit, management skills and coordination skills. (5) To cultivate software engineering talents who have both solid theoretical knowledge and practical ability through practical training course, business practice and graduation project.

Practice teaching, as an important part of undergraduate education in software engineering, relates to the quality and specialty construction of engineering talents. Our school closely combined with the "Regulations for Software Engineering Specialty of Higher Education Institutions" formulated in 2011, reconstructed the teaching links of traditional curriculum experiment, comprehensive curriculum design, project training, professional practice and graduation design. The collaborative, mutually reinforcing and evaluable practice teaching system shown by the three schools, enterprises and students mentioned above focuses on cultivating students' abilities in the following six aspects: the use and experiment skills of tools, the ability of engineering design and implementation, the ability of assessment and testing, Teamwork and communication skills, process management and control capabilities, domain-oriented application capabilities.

Students in the joint laboratory curriculum and integrated curriculum design, verification, research to complete the experiment, emphasizing students comprehensive use of the knowledge of multiple courses to solve the problem of ability, more emphasis on systems analysis, design and integration capabilities, Strengthen the cultivation of independent practical ability and good quality of scientific research. Through the practice base, students can understand the needs of enterprises, increase their perceptual awareness and stimulate professional interest in learning. At the same time, they plan their career according to their own actual conditions and become familiar with the business processes of their enterprises, increase their actual combat experience and enhance their competitiveness in employment. (2) Employ both enterprise experts who have rich experience in engineering practice and good teaching level as part-time teachers in the school to formulate teaching plans, design teaching contents, provide practical training projects and conduct case teaching together with the teachers in the school. Project training is generally arranged in the second semester of summer, the project source is mainly provided by schools and cooperative enterprises in order to provide students with a real software project development process, especially for students to gain personal knowledge of what they learned. At the same time, part-time teachers through the process of enterprise selection for outstanding software engineering talent [4]. (3) The enterprises provide internship opportunities for students to solve the high expenses that enterprises need to pay in the training of employees, at the same time, shorten the period of talent cultivation and realize the seamless connection of students training to actual combat. Although there is only one-word difference between "training" and "actual combat", there is an essential difference: if the student can not achieve the expected result in the training, it only manifests as "<60" or "> 60" However, only "0" or "1" exists in actual combat, which will bring extremely serious consequences. This is obvious for students' performance in training. (4) At the same time of carrying out theoretical and experimental teaching, full-time school teachers strengthen cooperation with enterprises, understand the development trend of new technologies and solve technical problems for enterprises. For young masters, Ph.D., encourage them to the enterprise to further exercise their engineering practice ability, and gradually accumulate, enrich the "case base" and grow into a qualified "double teacher" teacher [5].
5. Conclusions

Summarize and classify the technical route to be followed in teaching research, a two-level comprehensive evaluation index system suitable for the evaluation of software engineering course system in Colleges is established. The method of AHP is used to give weight value to each index of evaluation index system. Jilin University of Technology and Engineering College Software Engineering 2010 version of the talent training program corresponding to the curriculum system as an example for the actual evaluation analysis, the results show that the research method is appropriate and feasible. Due to the limitation of research time, the limited theoretical level of subject team, and the lack of experience, there are some problems in this research, such as the model is not perfect and the index is not refined enough, and further research is needed.
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